COMPETITION RULES –PWN DUBLIN May 2019
1. This competition is being run by the PWN Dublin (the "Network") and is open to all current
Premium Members, Honorary Members and Corporate Members of PWN Dublin, PWN Global
and other city networks who are members of PWN Global.
2. To submit an eligible entry, entrants must
a. Be a Premium Member, an Honorary Member or an employee of a Corporate Member
of PWN Dublin, PWN Global or a PWN City Network; and
b. fill out the relevant competition entry online application form, including telling the
Network why you would value attendance at the Event (as defined below).
3. The Network shall have no responsibility for the online submissions that are lost, mislaid or
damaged. Postal or email entries are not permitted. One entry only per person.
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4. Final Date and time for completion of the online submission is 4 pm Irish time on 10 May
2019 (which may be extended at PWN Dublin's discretion to 5.30pm Irish time and will be
published on one or more of the Network’s social media accounts) ("Closing time"). Entries
received after this time will be invalid.
5. By entering the competition, the entrant is warranting that they are available to attend
Inspirefest19 in Dublin, Ireland on 16-17 May 2019 November 2018 https://inspirefest.com/,
("Event") organised by Silicon Republic (the "Organiser). Winners agree to be bound by the
terms and conditions of attending the Event as provided by the Organiser (including the terms
which apply to the tickets https://www.universe.com/terms#EU) and the , as if the Winner
purchased a ticket directly from the Organiser, which will be communicated to a winner at the
time of their registration for the Event by the Organiser/Network.
6. The prize is one fully paid ticket to the Event only. (This ticket entitles the winner to full access
to the two day event.) ("Prize"). The Prize is as stated, non-transferable and there are no
cash alternatives. Transport to and from the venue for the Event, accommodation and any
other incidentals are not included in the Prize. Refreshments and/or food will be as provided
by the Organiser (if any).
7. Eligible entries will be reviewed and a winner (based on the content of the Submission) by a
sub-committee of the board of the Network ("Committee"). Prize draw will occur after the
Closing time on 10th May 2019. The Network will contact the winner using the contact details
provided with the entry as soon as practicable after the winner has been determined. The
winner's details will be available for a 12 week period only on https://pwndublin.net/ and will be
mentioned at the next Network event. Details of the winner will also appear on the Network's

social media accounts (Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter). The winner will be invited to give a
summary of their experience at a future PWN Dublin event, or in writing, for use by the
Network in materials promoting the Network.
8. By entering the competition, each entrant hereby:
a. acknowledges and agrees that their images, name and organisation may be used in
publicity by the Network and the Organiser related to the prize draw without further
consent or payment. Entrants/winners have no rights to censor filming or photography,
and no rights over such imagery. Entrants/winners agree that any or all such elements
may be used by the Network in any and all media.
b. agrees that any personal information provided by them in their entries will be held and
in addition to the administration of the entrants membership of the Network as per the
Network's privacy policy and website terms of use, to administer the competition.
c.

understands that where he/she wins and accepts the Prize shall consent to and be
deemed to have:
i. instructed the Network to provide certain personal data to the organisers of
the Event including (name, email address, organisation, position, food
preference, accessibility requests) in order for them to administer their event
and to process such personal data for that purpose;
ii. read and accepted the terms of purchase of a ticket for the Event (as made
available by the Organiser to the winner at the time of registration for the
Event) and authorised us to consent on your behalf to the following terms
"Your data will not be passed to third parties, other than Noodle Live Ltd
(www.noodlelive.com/privacy-policy/), which is the data processor for the
event, and will be utilising data captured during ticket purchase to issue
delegate badges/wristbands and track event attendance. Post-event, they will
remove your data from their systems. Acceptance of this data processing is a
condition of entry to Inspirefest. Tick box to accept ".
iii. agreed that if they are or become unavailable to attend the Event h/she must
notify

the

Network

as

soon

as

practicable

by

email

to

president@pwndublin.net and the Network reserves the right to re-allocate the
ticket to any other eligible entrant (including any member of the Committee).
d. are deemed to have accepted these terms and conditions.
9. The Network reserves the right at its absolute and sole discretion (without any obligation to do
so) to offer alternative prizes of any (greater or lesser) value should the advertised prizes
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become unavailable for any reason. The Network shall have no liability to a winner in the
event that a winner is unable to accept the Prize. The Committee's decision on any queries or
disputes arising out of the interpretation or application of these Rules, is final. No
correspondence will be entertained.
10. The Network reserves the right to withdraw, cancel, suspend or amend this competition in the
event of any unforeseen circumstances outside its reasonable control, with no liability to any
entrants, winners or any third party. The Network accepts no responsibility to any entrant or
winner for any cancellation or curtailment of the Event by the Organiser and shall not be liable
to the winner or any third party for any loss suffered by any winner, in respect of attendance at
the Event, or upon any cancellation of the Event by the Organiser.
11. If any term of these terms and conditions is or becomes invalid, illegal or unenforceable, it
shall be deemed modified to the minimum extent necessary to make it valid, legal and
enforceable. If such modification is not possible, the relevant term shall be deemed deleted.
Any modification to or deletion of a term shall not affect the validity and enforceability of the
rest of these terms and conditions.

12. Entrants have the right to request a copy of the personal information held about them by the
Network. The Network may charge a fee for this which will not exceed €6.35. Entrants also
have the right to have changed any inaccuracies in the details the Network hold about them,
the right to object to the use of their personal data and the right to block any specific uses of
their personal data in certain circumstances, by means of a request in writing to
membership@pwndublin.net.
13. The Network shall not be liable to a winner or any entrant for any loss or damage howsoever
caused, whether direct, indirect or consequential (whether in contract, tort or statutory duty or
otherwise) arising out or in connection with the competition and/or prize. Attendance at the
Event is at the risk of the entrant/winner and the Network shall be in no way liable to the
winner.
14. This competition and these terms and conditions are governed by and construed in
accordance with Irish law and is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Irish courts.
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